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New Center Aims to Help Cities Do More With Data

The Biology of Bat Flight
Keen sense of touch allows bats to fly with breathtaking precision. Read more here: http://bit.ly/bat0515

A Plan for Tanzania
Team of JHU undergrads win seed funding for their alternative energy project. Read more here: http://bit.ly/brick0515

Messenger Goes Out With a Bang

Mercury Rising?
Health

On the Ground in Nepal

BPA and Newborn Health
Chemical found in plastics may pose less risk to babies than previously believed. Read more here: http://bit.ly/BPA0515

International Partnership Transforms Medical Care 6,700 Miles Away
Through a joint venture with Saudi Aramco, Johns Hopkins Medicine is providing care on a global scale. Read more here: http://bit.ly/aram0515

Do Commercial Weight-Loss Programs Work?

How Little Ones Learn Best
Infants seek out more information about objects that surprise them, researchers say. Read more here: http://bit.ly/baby0515

Novel Lab Device Provides Window into Cancer Metastasis
Johns Hopkins Researchers John Searson and Michael Wong have simulated metastasis through blood vessel using an artificial microvessel platform. Read more here: http://bit.ly/cancer0515
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Have a comment or suggestion? Interested in a particular subject. Let us know. Any feedback can be sent by email to Kyle Lawson at FedAffairs@jhu.edu.
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